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141CROSTRUCTURAL DYNAMIC STUDY OF GRAIN GROWTH
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●Exxon Research and Englneerlng Company, Amnandale, W 08801
●*Los Alamos National Label-story,Los Alamos, l@l87545

i. INTRODUCTION

The Cmiplete prediction of mlcrostructural development in
poly:rystalline solids as a function of tl’~e and temperature Is a major
objective In materials science, but has not yet been possible prlmarlly due
to the complexity of the grain InteractIons. ‘fhe evolutlon of the
polycrystalllne structure depends Upon the precls~ speclflcatlon of the
coordinates of the Craln bol’ndary networi’, the crystallographic
orientations of the gral,ls, and the postulated microscopic mechanisms by
which elements of the boundaries are assumed to move. Ther~iore, a general
analytical solutlon to this multlvarlate problem has not yet been
developed. Recently, we have been able to successfully Incorporate these
aspects of the grain Interactions, and have developed a ccnnputer model
which predicts the main features of the microstructure fran first
prlnclpl,es [1,2]. The polycrystal Is mapped onto a discrete lattice by
dlvldlng the material Into small area (2d) or volume (3d) elements, and
placlng the centers of these elements on latt~ce points. Interactions and
dynamics are then defined for the Indlvldual elements which are analagous
to those postulated In contlrluous systems. This discrete model preserves
the topological features of real materials, and can be studied by ccrnputer
simulation using Monte Carlo techniques. In this paper we report the
application of the Monte Carlo method to the metallurgical phenomenon of
grain growth with Isothermal annealing. Extension of the model to treat
primary recrystolllzatlon Is presented elsewhere [3,4],

Grain growth Is the term used to dcscrlbe the Increase In average
grain size which occurs upon annealing a polycrystalline aggregate afte:
primary recrystall~zation Is complete. Normal gral,l grnwth Is a steady
state klnetlc process characterized by time Invariance of the normallz~d
grain size dlstrlbutlon function, F(R/~), and the topo~oglcal dlstrlbutlol~
function, P(Ne), where R IS the grain radius and 1$ Is ?he number of grain
edges as measured from polished sections [5]. !n the ?L)ng time llmlt the
mean gra?n stze R Increases with t:me as [6]

R=atn (1)

wher~ a Is a temperature dependent constant and n !s the growth exponent.
Mile scatter In the value for n exists, n has a maximum value of 0.5 and a
mean value of approximately 0.4 [6].

Most of the existing grain qrowtl, theories [5,7-9] implicitly assume
that grains can be described as spherical, and that growth occurs II-Ian
average environment. This, however, Ignores the fact that adjacent gratns
share connnon boundaries, resultlncj in a microstructure that Is
topologlcally connected. These theories [5,7-9] predict long time growth
kinetics of the form of Fq. (1) with n ■ 1/2. Since experimental stl’dies
of grain growth yield an p~ponent, n, less than 1/2, the dlspcrepancy may
be a consequence of neglecting topological constraints, and the detailed
environment.

10 examine this possihtllty, Mon e Carlo st Ies have be{’n made of
)g-sin growth in both two dimensions (2d and three ~!mens ions (3d).



II. SIMULATI~N W!OCEDURE

In order to incorporate the complexity of grain boundary topology, the
microstructure Is mapped onto a discrete lattlce (Fig. 1). Each lattice
site Is assigned a numbsr between 1 and C corresponding to the orientation
of the grain in which it Is embedded. O Is chosen large enough so that
grains of like orientation impinge infrequently, typically O = 48 or 64.
Since the speed of the ccxnputer algorltlm decreases with increasing O,
larger values of o are not routinely employed. tbwever, for O 1 36, the
results are Insensitive to the magnitude of 0. In the present model, a
grain boundary segment is defined to lie betweec two sites of unlike
orientation.

The grain boundary energy ~s specified by defining an
between lattice sites within a given distance (usually nearest
two-dimensions (2d) and up to the third nearest neighbors
dimensions (3d)),

Ei ■ -J: (6s$ -1).
ij

interaction
neighbor In
in three-

(2)

Here Si is the orientation of site 1 (1 < Si < 0), 6A is the Kronecker
idelta and the Siim is taken over all sites within a spec fied distancs. J

is a position constant w$ich sets the scale or the grait)boundary energy.

The kinetics of boundary motion are simulated via a Monte Carlo
technique in which a site is selected at random and re-oriented to a
rand.mly chosen orientation between 1 and Q If the change in energy
associated with the re-orientation, AE, is less than or equal to zero the

Figul’e 1 - Sample microstructure
mapped onto a triangular lattice.
The integers denote orlentatiGns and
the lines represent gra In
boundaries.

\~-

Fig~lre2 - Evolution of an initial
sphefical grain of initial r~dius
,’ 3fl (in units of lat.tic?sites;

ly
R.
in

an infinite matrix on a simple cutIic
IatticF! far t ■ O, 200, 400 and 600
Mcs.

re-orientation is accepted. However, If the re-orientation attempt reslllt%
in AE > 0, the re-ori~ntatlon is dcceptd with prol)ability exp(-AE/kill;,
where kRT is the thermal cnerqy. A unit ;egment of grain boundory,
therefore, moves with a v~locity, vi = C[l-exp (-AEi/kRT)~, whi:re C IS a

co(,~tant proport~of~al tn t.h~ hnundary oohillt,y. Thi~ description of thr



local boundary velocity is formally equivalent 1:0 that derived from
classical reaction rate theory. Time, in these slmulatlons, is
proportional to the number of re-orientation attempts. N re-orientation
attempts is used as the unit of time and Is :eferred to as 1 Monte Carlo
Step (MCS), where N Is the number of lattiCe Sites. The conversion frcm
PtCS to real time has an Impllclt activation energy factor, exP(-WkRT),
which corresponds to the atomic jump frequency. Siacc the quoted times are
normalized by the jump frequency, the only effect of choosing T a O (as In
these simulations) is to restrict the accepted re-orientation attempts to
those with AE c O. Re-orientation of a site ut a grain boundary
corresponds to boundary mlgratlon.

111. RESULTS

Extensive simulations have been performed in both 2d and 3d. Mos:
studies In 2d were carrlcd out on a triangular iattlce of size 200 x 200.
The results In 3d were obtained employing a simple cubic lattlce of size 60
x 60 x 60 or 100 x 100 x 100.

A. Morphology

As a demonstratlon of the Isotro y of the model, the shape of a
circular grain (2d) or spherical grain r)3d was mon~tored as a function of
time. The posltlon of the grain bound?ry is plotted In approximately 200
MCS increment; In Fig. 2 for the great circle of a shrinking spherical
grain. In both 2d dnd 3d, the embedded grain remains nearly circular or
spherical as It shrinks. This demonstrates that the prclductof the drlvlng
force and the boundary mobility Is isotropic.

FOP the slmulatloas of polycrystalllne grain growth, the
mlcrost~ucture Is Inltlallzed by randomly assigning an orientation between
1 and O to each lattice site. The temporal evolutton of a polycry~talllne
microstructure Is shown In Fig. 3 for growth on a 2d tri~ngular lattfce and
In Fig. 4 for a (lOfl)planar section on the 3d simple cubic lattice with
first, second and thjrd nearest neighbor InteractIons. Steps dre clearly

\
vlslble In he micrographs in Fig. 4 due to the small sire of the simulated
volume 100 lattlce sites).

i
These stepr are less vlslble In Fig. 3 for

the 200 system. In spite of these steps, good correspondence to planar
grain morphologles !n !sotroplc polycrystalllne metal! and ceramics Is
obtained. In both 2d and 3d, grain boundaries tend to iatersect at 190”
when examined on a scale larger than a unit step. Grains which are larger
than the mean size (2d) or the mean size In cross-sections (3d) tend to
have more than six sides and grow. Grains which are smaller than the mean
size t~nd to hav~ less than six sides and shrink..

0. Klnetlcs—.

Averaging the simulation data for the shrln!(lng circular grain (2d)
and shrinking spherical drain (3d) over 2P simulations shows that In both
cases the radius decreases ~s the square root of time, n ■ 1/2 In Eq.(1).
Th& klnetlcs obtaind are in agre~ment with analytical tre,~tmentswhich are
rigorous for these simple geometries. Tn!s ciemonstr~tns that the kinetic
simulation tr:chr~lqueemployed is In accol.lancewith the rate theory model.

The mean grain size was monitored a: a fl;nctlon of time for the
polycrystalllne micro$trllctur~$. in Fig. 5 thl?mean grain .~reafor ?d and



t =1,000 !=2,000 t=4,000

t =moo t=moo t=10.000

Figure 3 - Temporal ev 1ut1on
Y

af a two dimensional polycrystalline
microstruct(lre on a 200 triangular lattice
material . Grains with six edges have been shaded.

for a pure; jsotropic

t=2000(MCS) t = 4000 t= 6000

t = 8000 1=10,000 t=12,000

Figure 4 - Temporal
microstruct~lre for O ■ 4~1on a l(lo~simple cubic lattice.

(?voi(Jtlom of the cross-section frcnn the 3d
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Figure 5 - Log-log plot of the mean area A versus time for t)■ 48 for the
two dimensional grain grnr.h simulations and for the cross-sectional ~,ea
of the three dlmen:lonal simulations.

mean cross-sectional area for 3d Is presented as a function of t?m~.
Averaging the ‘Imulatlon data over more than 40 simulations for each
dimension show that the growth klnetlcs are n = 0.41 t 0.03 (2d) and n -
0.37 * 0.02 (3d) In Eq. (.). It Is concluded frun these results that the
grain growth kinetics are independent of dlmenslonallty (for d > 2). ior
comparison, the average grain growth exponent n derived fran averaging the
reru!ts for n from the literature for different metals and ceramics Is
0.39 * 0.07 [6].

c. Grtln Sire Illstributlon——

The grain radius distr
of occurrence versus the
determined :rom area in 2d

butlon was examined by ~lottlng the frequency
logarithm of the normalized grain radius

Bnd from area In cross-sections In 3d. These
distributions were found to be time invariant when normalized- by their
respective means. Time averaged data are shown In Fig. 6. The size
distribution functions are nearly identical between 2d and 3d. Comparison
of the 3d model data with experimental data measured in our laboratory for
pure ce Is presented in F!g. 7. Excellent agreement is obtained.
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Figure 6 - Grain radius distribution
as-c!etemlned fran cross-sections of
the 3d lattlce model (filled
circles) and fran the 2d lattice
model (histogram).

ilgwe 8 - Distribution of the
Ilumber of grain edges measured fran
truss-section?. The circles
represent data fram the 3d
slmul~tlons. The triangles
correspond to Mg(l (10), the squares
to Al (11), and t:le diamonds to Sn
(5), The curve Is drawn through ‘;he
simulation results.
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Figure 7 - Craln radius dlstrlbutlon
as-determined fran a cross-sectional
area analysls of pure Fe (histogram)
and frcincros;-sections of the three
dlmensior?l lattlce model (filled
circles).
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Fig. 9 - Mean grain radius for each
topological cla~s versus number of
edges P&. The circles represent
data from cross-sections of the 3d
simulation. The trlcngles
correspond to MqO (If)) and the
diamonds to Al (11). The squ~res
represent the results obtained from
the 2d simulation. The line is
drawn through the 3d simulation
results.



r). ToPclogy

The grain topology was also examined
occurrence versus the number of grain edges,
from cross-sectlonsm It was found that these
invariant. The topological distributions are

by plotting frequency of

?
D?rta In 3d were taken

d ;tributions are also time
nearly identical between 2d

and 3d, similar to the grai~ size distribution fwrctions. Comparison of
the 3d tOpGIOgiCdl data with experimental data for Al, SnB and MgO is given
in Fig. 8. The relationship between grain size and topology for the 3d
model microstructure ~nd the above materials ic given in Fig. 9, where the
mean grain size for each topological class (grains with the same number of
edges) is plottea versus the number of grain edges. As before, the
agreement between the simulation r’csultsand experiment is excellent.

.

Iv. CONCLUSIONS

A simulation procedure ?:, grain growth has been developed which
accounts for local structure and topology. The simulated microstructure
shown excellent agreement with those found in isotropic polycrystalline
metals and ceramics. The grain size distribution, topological
distrib~t?on, and the topology-grain relations are all In excellent
a~reement with experiment. Similarly. the kinetics found also reproduce
tfie experimental results. It
1/2, is inherent to the grain
preferred orientation, etc. as
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